INSARAG Team Leaders Meeting 2019
Agenda

Sunday 6 October, Monday 7 October

All day
Closed Meeting of INSARAG Working Groups (WG)
Ad hoc Meeting of the Americas Technical Support Group on IESRP from 6-8 October

10:30-11:00 Tea/Coffee Break _Terraza Andes_ Tower A, 2nd floor

15:30-16:00 Tea/Coffee Break _Terraza Andes_Tower A, 2nd floor

Tuesday, 8 October

All day
**Arrival and Registration of Participants**
(Closed Meeting of INSARAG Working Groups on the 6-8 October)

All day
Closed Meeting of INSARAG Working Groups (WG)
Ad hoc Meeting of the Americas Technical Support Group on IESRP from 6-8 October

10:30-11:00 Tea/Coffee Break_Terraza Andes_Tower A, 2nd floor

14:00 - 17:00 **Training on Survey 123 for INSARAG Teams** (IMWG Chair) *(Peter Wolff)*

15:30 – 16:00 Tea/Coffee Break-Terraza Andes-Tower A, 2nd floor

17:00 - 19:00 **Registration of Participants** (Patagonia Foyer)

19:00 **Welcome Reception** (Patagonia)
*(Host Country - Attire: Smart-Casual or USAR uniform)*
Wednesday, 9 October

8:00 - 9:00  Registration of Participants (Gran Aysen Foyer)

9:00 - 9:30  Session 1: Official Opening (Gran Aysen)
             (Chile and OCHA-INSARAG Secretariat)

9:30 - 10:00 Session 2: Introduction of Participants and Adoption of the Agenda, Group Photo
               (Host Country and OCHA-INSARAG Secretariat)

10:00 - 10:30 Tea/Coffee Break

10:30 - 10:50 Session 3: INSARAG Global Updates and Key Developments
               (OCHA/INSARAG Secretariat)

10:50 - 12:05 Session 4: INSARAG Working Groups Updates
               (15 mins per report by Working Groups Chairs and/or Representatives of the following groups)
               1. Training (TWG)
               2. Medical (MWG)
               3. Light Teams (LTWG)
               4. Information Management (IMWG)

12:05 - 13:00 Session 5: INSARAG Working Groups Updates – INSARAG Guidelines Review Update
               5. Guidelines (GRG)

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch Break

14:00 - 17:35 Session 6: Guidelines’ review (Break-out)
               (Participants divided into 4 groups in 4 rooms, 40 mins per topic)
               Plenary
               Topic 1: Volume II. Manual A
               Topic 2: Volume II. Manual B
               Topic 3: Volume II. Manual C
               Topic 4: Volume III

15:40 - 16:10 Tea/Coffee Break

Back to Plenary at 17:40 until 18:00 for Sum-up

18:00  Free evening
Thursday, 10 October

9:00 - 09:30  **Session 7: Chile’s disaster response arrangement**

09:30 - 10:00  **Session 8: Preparing for the First Light Team IEC in 2020**  
(Arjan Stam)

10:00 - 10:30  **Session 9: Virtual training of ASR2**  
(Olav Strotmann)

10:30 - 11:00  Tea/Coffee Break

11:00 - 11:45  **Session 10: Path Forward - Overview, Lessons and Discussion**  
(Peter Wolff)

11:45 - 13:00  **Session 11: IEC/R System – Panel Discussion**  
Panel Discussion to explore ways to manage the IEC/R Process better and ensure Quality Assurance in the IEC/R System overview _ Lessons_TL Mentors Course New Classification statements_ Feedback on classification exp_ Benefits to IEC process_Q&A

13:00 - 14:00  Lunch Break

14:00 - 16:30  **Session 12: INSARAG Global Meeting 2020-2025 Key Directions (Break-out)**  
(Participants divided into 3 groups, 3 rooms, 35 mins per topic)

  * **Topic 1:** Strengthening quality standards and Coordination (Americas)
  * **Topic 2:** Advancing flexible assistance (AEME)
  * **Topic 3:** Enhancing preparedness and bolstering partnerships (AP)

15:30 - 15:50  Tea/Coffee Break

**Back to Plenary at 16:30 until 17:00 for Sum-Up**

17:45  **Official Dinner** (pick up in front of the hotel_Attire smart casual _ no tie)
Friday, 11 October

09:00 - 10:30 **Session 13: Technical topics**
(45 mins per topic)

*Topic 1* – New technology used to predict aftershocks and landslides
(David Wald, USGS)

*Topic 2* – New Technology: Rapid Deployment Base Camp Solutions
(Mr. Guillermo Echave, Deployed Logix)

*Topic 3* – National Accreditation Process
(Sebastian Mocarquer, Christophe Schmachtel, Joe Bishop, Roberto Mendez)

10:30 - 11:00 **Tea/Coffee Break**

11:00 - 12:30 **Session 14: Discussion in Plenary** - Questions, Suggestions and Assignments to the WGs, Announcements by Member States, Development of TL Meeting Summary and Closing Statements
(Chile and OCHA-INSARAG Secretariat)

12:30 **End of Team Leaders Meeting**

Afternoon - Reserved for bilateral meetings and departure of participants.